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U.S. Not-For-Profit Health Care Portfolio Snapshot
Overview (YTD as of 8/31)
•

Large number of rated obligors with 296 stand alone hospitals, 161 health care systems, 28
senior living facilities and 10 human service providers.

•

Acute care rating actions (YTD) include 76% affirmations, 10% upgrades, 10% downgrades,
and 4% new issuers.
o About 28% of the rating changes YTD reflect revised criteria released on March 19, 2018.
o Total of 279 rating actions YTD.

•

Average credit quality:
o Stand alone hospitals

‘A-’,

o Health care systems

‘A+’

o Senior living

‘A-’

Sample Credits
•

Acute care providers: Academic medical centers, healthcare systems, standalone providers,
children’s hospitals, specialty hospitals, rural hospitals, hospital districts, multi-state health
care systems, single market health care systems

•

Continuing care retirement facilities (various models)
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Economic Fundamentals: Stand-Alone Hospitals vs.
Health Care Systems
Stand-alone Hospitals

Health Care Systems

Economic fundamentals are based on primary
service area population and a preponderance of
other considerations.

Health care systems are inherently less reliant on
specific demographics. We assess economic
fundamentals based on a macro assessment of
economic characteristics vs. national trends.

Examples

Examples

Positive economic considerations:
•
•
•
•

Population growth
Employment growth
Per capita personal income growth
Stabilizing institutional influence

Negative economic considerations:
•
•
•
•

Population decline
Employment decline
Per capita personal income decline
Heavy employment concentration in an individual
sector

Extremely Strong or Very Strong
• Operating in one or a few distinct markets with
heavy demographic growth, particularly when the
strengths of key markets offset the weak conditions
in others.
Strong or Adequate
• Operating in one or a few distinct markets with
stable demographics, and the strengths of key
markets offset the weak conditions in others.
Vulnerable or Highly Vulnerable
• Reliance on one or multiple service areas where
overall economic characteristics are well below
national trends or where declining trends are
expected to continue.
Private & Confidential
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Market Position: Stand-Alone Hospitals vs. Health Care
Systems
Market
Position
(50%)

Stand-Alone Hospital
• Market Share
Competition &
Demand
• Medical Staff
• Payer Mix
• Clinical Quality

Health Care System
• Diversity
• Integration &
Scale
• Market Specific
Considerations

Diversity
• Geographic footprint
• Sources of revenue
• Business line diversity

Key considerations
for evaluating a
health care
system’s market
position

Integration & Scale
• Centralization of management,
information technology strategy and
key operational functions
Market Specific Considerations
• Market leadership
• Competitive dynamics
• Relationships with third-party payers
• Quality
• Physician integration

Market position credit factors for stand-alone hospitals
are largely the same as the current criteria.
Private & Confidential
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Outlook

Private & Confidential
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2018 Stable outlook reflects healthy balance sheets and
enterprise profiles
Balance sheets
providing
credit stability

 Unrestricted reserves remain robust given favorable investment markets
 DCOH median grew slightly to 215 days’ in ’17 following slight decrease in ‘16
 Other balance sheet metrics remain strong as easy debt access and moderate capital
spending
 For many credits, increasing reliance on non-operating income due to robust reserves

Enterprise
profiles
remain key
credit strength

Broad
expectations
of rating
affirmations

 M&A has often supported enhanced business positions in competitive markets
 Business strength also supported by investments in ambulatory footprint, physician
integration, and broadening patient reach

 We believe many credits have considerable near-term flexibility to respond to industry
challenges which we expect will continue into 2019 and beyond
 We expect affirmations to predominate through 2018 and into 2019, but the medium to
longer term trend remains challenging in the face of operating margin pressure
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U.S. Not-for-Profit Acute Care Operating Pressures Mount

Historical operating margins

Volume trends
• Growth in
outpatient
volumes
• Movement
towards value with
minimal
adjustments in
payment models
to reflect delivery
system reform

Reimbursement
challenges
• Payor mix tipping
towards
governmental for
many credits
• Growing uninsured
burden
• Yield on
commercial
insurance less
robust
• Insurers &
consumers
beginning to drive
changes to lower
payment models

Expense
pressures
• Cost growth
driven by
pharmaceuticals,
supplies, and
labor shortages
• Difficulty obtaining
“next level” cost
reductions

Other risks
• Political risks
nominally ebb, but
remain high on
administrative
disruption
• New competitors
aiming to
commoditize
inpatient services

Margin pressures resulting in permanent focus on cost cutting and revenue enhancement
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Hot Topics
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Population Health Is Evolving At A Varied Pace:
Fee For Service

Bundled Payments

• Quality bonus incentives (P4P)
• Clinical Integration
• Physician & Hospital Alignment
• Technology Investment

• Testing the waters
• P4P, cost focus
• Specific procedures or
conditions
• Often Medicare only

Many markets are still overwhelmingly fee
for service

Upside Potential and Downside Risk
•

•
•

But are thinking of assuming more
financial risk
While operating margins may be
maximized currently, your business
may be more prone to disruption
over time

•
•
•

Often begins with upside potential
only
P4P and lower cost
Requires larger sample of covered
lives
Often smaller % of overall operating
revenue

Full Financial Risk
• Fully responsible for profit/loss
of the at-risk population
• Larger % of operating revenue

Provider Sponsored Health Plan
• Full acquisition of multi-product health
plan
• OR more gradual:
• Starts Medicare or Medicaid only
• Add employees
• Add other employers

Rating Agency Interests:

• Magnitude of risk (% of operating
revenue at-risk)
• Profit or loss, by program or payor
• Strategies for growth
• Regulatory pressures through
evolution
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Mergers & Acquisitions:
•

M&A activity remains at a robust pace:
- Smaller more opportunistic M&A will continue - particularly in decentralized markets
- Larger mergers will also continue, and will need to demonstrate the value proposition/benefit of the
merger

•

Why merge:
- Raising capital becomes to challenging under new tax law, and new competitors may be much
larger with better access to capital (market cap for Amazon, CVS Aetna)
- Providers continue to seek size and scale (traditional cost savings & market clout), as well as diversity
or expertise in different services (e.g., health plan, physician management);
- Non-overlapping markets provided for cost savings without impacting volumes – part of widen the
funnel strategy;
- Expanding a geographic “footprint” for longer-term transition to population health management
- There is a growing desire to acquire and partner on a national level

•

New observations:
- Market disruption with new entrants (Apple, Amazon, Optum, Aetna/CVS)
- Have seen renewed push back from regulators, particularly in previously consolidated markets and/or
where the participants cannot demonstrate the value proposition of the merger.
- In some markets few unaffiliated partners remain, resulting in the next set of mergers with a higher
likelihood to run into legal barriers;

•

Growth in affiliation strategies in lieu of full M&A and “non-traditionals”:
- Joint ventures/joint operating agreements; clinical networks – often first step to something more
permanent; management contracts – also often first step to something more permanent;
- Affiliations with payers; urgent care/emergent care centers; “disruptive technology”
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Appendix
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Medians for MA & RI Credits

Ratings for MA & RI Credits

MA & RI Medians Trends Compared With General Acute Care
Sector
Operating Margin Medians (%)

Maximum Annual Debt Service Coverage
Medians (x)
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Thank you
Anne Cosgrove
Director
T: 212-438-8202
Anne.Cosgrove@spglobal.com
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